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"There must be something in the water..."

Adrian Martin
I Dream of Austria.

Peter Tscherkassky
Ground Survey.
An Initial Mapping of an Expanding Territory.

Stefan Grissemann
Countdown to Zero.
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The World According to Kubelka.
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The Halted Sun of Ferry Radax.

Stefan Grissemann
Fundamental Punk.
On Kurt Kren's Universal Cinema.
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Shadow Burns.
Notes on the Film Works of Marc Adrian.

Hans Scheugl
Expanded Cinemas Exploding.
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The Generalist: Ernst Schmidt Jr.
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Time Slice, Space Block.
The Synthetic Realities of Viennese Filmmaker Hans Scheugl.
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VALIE EXPORT: The Female Body in Myriad Frames.

Maya McKechney
Two Telephone Books, a Lightbulb and a Glass Plate.
How Maria Lassnig’s Low-Fi Animated Films Influenced an Entire Generation of Animation Filmmakers.

Bert Rebhandl
The Garden of Earthly Delights.
On the Films of Dietmar Brehm.